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As a matter of fact, the magical power of King Kong is not bad and the Dafa of Absorbing Gong is made
by one person.

These two exercises are not a relationship of mutual restraint.

But it is the existence of checks and balances.

It won’t make a certain practice invincible in the world, and it can’t be solved.

Therefore, if the King Kong does not destroy the magical skills to the extreme, you can absorb the Dafa
in one battle.

This is also the reason why the Gods Lab sent people to search for the magical power of King Kong…
because they knew that if they were sent out to absorb the successors of Dafa, the only possible threat
was that the King Kong would not damage the magical power.

So they wanted to take back the magical power of King Kong in advance.

But it failed.
But I heard that the King Kong is not bad magical power in the hands of the marshal Tiance, for him to
practice.

They know that Vajra is not bad for the cultivation of divine art, which is as harsh as the Dafa of
Absorbing Gong.

If some problems are not resolved.

Wandering at the sixth floor at most, unable to break through to the seventh floor.

Let alone the eighth and ninth floors.

And even if you are too talented to solve all problems, your cultivation is still very slow.

It is estimated that it will take ten and several decades to reach the ninth level.

And if the Dafa of Absorbing Work solves those problems, it will be very fast, as long as you keep
sucking.

They expected three months, and the result was reached within one month.

Therefore, the Lab of the Gods directly excluded the magical power of King Kong’s incorruptibility.

No one has reached the realm of fighting against Dafa in such a short period of time…

not a threat!

Dafa is invincible!

Everyone does not understand this truth, but this is the last hope.

Without King Kong’s non-destructive magic, Chen Kong could not be stopped at all!

But after inquiring Tiance Mansion, I learned that Major Tiance had just reached the sixth floor, and he
was still unstable… It is

estimated that the body of King Kong was not bad, but Chen Kong was sucked up.

fear!

The unknown is the most feared!

Chen Kong was born in such a sudden, no one knew what he was going to do…

this was the most feared!

Everyone is waiting…

waiting for the arrival of a disaster… But in Kunlun Industry, after the Azure Dragon (Qinglong) team has
been fighting day and night, the experimental data that simulates every exercise to the end is coming
out…

It turns out!

Levi Garrison was right from the beginning!

Thousands of exercises are actually a kind of thing, and if each exercise is practiced to the extreme, it
will be backlashed and eventually destroyed.

Sure enough, the end is destruction!

After knowing the result.

“Puff!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) sat down on the ground and gasped.

correct!

What the boss said was right!

Think about it!

That’s the boss, how could it hurt them?

The boss has always been doing his best to them!

But why don’t people like yourself believe it?

Seeing some results right now, I feel that the boss is wrong.

They have already given a verification method!

Why not verify it yourself?

Have to procrastinate again and again?

“Papa…”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) backhanded himself twice in the face!

remorse!

In fact, he decides whether to verify or not.

As a result, he chose everyone’s suggestion instead of verifying it.

This has caused something to happen now…

